INTRODUCTION

Shared psychotic disorder (folie à deux) is a rare disorder featuring delusions that vary in content and appearance according to culture (1). The DSM-IV-TR (2) defines it as “a delusion develops in an individual in the context of a close relationship with another person or persons, who have an already established delusion and it is similar in content to that of the person who already has an established delusion.” Risk factors are reported to include close relationship (i.e., family), social isolation, passive personality, cognitive deficit, linguistic disabilities, and stressful life events (3).

In folie communiqué, a subtype of the shared psychotic disorder, the delusions can pass on to an individual with a genetic predisposition to psychosis and can last in this individual even after he/she has been separated from the others (4). The case presented here is of the daughter of a schizophrenic mother who has shared in particular her erotomanic delusions and who fits the clinical description of folie communiqué, a subtype of the shared psychotic disorder.

CASE

R.A. was 28-year-old single female patient, the sixth of seven siblings. She was a housewife with an elementary school education. She was brought to our clinic by her relatives, with complaints of skepticism, irritability, distress, introversion, and nervousness that had started four years ago. The patient had recently had serious problems with her interpersonal relationships in social environments and substantial functional disabilities and was thus admitted to our clinic. According to information from the patient’s relatives in the first interview, our patient claimed that she was married with two children and that a minibus driver, 6 years older than her, was in love with her and had some secret connections with many people and organizations in the city.

The parents of the patient had first-degree consanguinity and two of the other children in the
family were diagnosed with depressive disorder, one with bipolar disorder. The patient's father had died of myocardial infarction fourteen years ago. Her mother was also skeptical and irritable woman with very restricted interpersonal communication, who had continuously been assuming since her childhood that men loved her and even might abuse her sexually and who had been diagnosed, treated, and followed up for a long time for the diagnosis of chronic schizophrenia. Since the mother had delusional ideas that her children would also be loved and sexually abused by strangers, she had broken off all interpersonal relationships and pressured her children to do the same. She had tried to compensate for the lack of authority, which might have resulted from the father's death, with a harsh attitude and behaviors. Despite the treatment which she had been administered for years, the mother’s skepticism, absurd speech, and behaviors persisted and she began to require care as her cognitive functions further deteriorated. The first complaints of the brother, who had been followed up for a year in our clinic with the diagnosis of bipolar disorder, started three months after he had entered military service. He claimed that he had had an affair with a nurse in the infirmary, but that some people had tried to hinder it and even had interfered with them to have the nurse marry another man. A psychiatric examination of the brother revealed symptoms of distractibility, loosening of associations, logorrhea, akathisia, irritability, disorganized behavior and speech, grandiosity, and insomnia. After approximately two months of inpatient treatment for bipolar disorder (manic episode), he was sent back home as unfit for military service. He claimed that he had had an affair with a nurse in the infirmary, but that some people had tried to hinder it and even had interfered with them to have the nurse marry another man. A psychiatric examination of the brother revealed symptoms of distractibility, loosening of associations, logorrhea, akathisia, irritability, disorganized behavior and speech, grandiosity, and insomnia. After approximately two months of inpatient treatment for bipolar disorder (manic episode), he was sent back home as unfit for military service. Since then, the brother had had similar complaints in periodic attacks; however, his thoughts about the nurse never changed, neither during these attacks nor his partial recovery periods. Initially, he often looked for a way to see the nurse, but as he was not successful in doing so, he started to feel anger and hate towards many people whom he thought interfered with their love.

Our examination did not show any obvious deterioration in the functionality of the patient who persisted, though not as intensively as before, in her ideas about being loved. When we looked into our patient's history, we learned that she had used, from time to time and in an irregular way, medications with the active ingredients sertraline, alprazolam, paroxetine, and quetiapine for diagnoses of depressive disorder, anxiety disorder, and delusional disorder. While the physical examination of the patient yielded normal results, in the mental observance and examination, symptoms of erotomanic delusions, loosening of associations, insomnia, irritability, agitation, aggression, hostility, and paranoid and reference ideas were found. In her mental history, our patient claimed that four years ago, the first day she encountered a driver working on a minibus route in her neighborhood, she realized he was the man she had previously seen in her dream and that he tried to influence her with his eyes. According to our patient, this man had fallen in love with her at first sight, hinted his liking with his facial expressions, and even wanted to propose marriage by touching her hand while he was taking the fare. The patient insisted that since that day, all minibus drivers, all men with perverse ideas in the city and even every man, both young and old, who took the minibus, had been looking at her and were sexually aroused. Meanwhile, the patient also claimed that the aforementioned driver had some secret connections with various people and organizations in the city; that these people had been cooperating with the driver to get to her; and that they had been following her to get all her personal information, and recording her conversations.

The results of the routine laboratory tests, which were performed to exclude any possible organic causes, were considered normal. After the psychiatric examination, the patient was subjected to a short psychiatric rating scale and various psychometric tests. After other psychotic disorders and personality disorders, which must be taken into account in the differential diagnosis, had been excluded by taking the anamnesis and applying clinic scales, shared psychotic disorder was diagnosed according DSM-IV-TR (2). The treatment for her delusions was set as quetiapine 300 mg/day, which was to be increased gradually. But as the patient insisted on being discharged, it was decided during the check-up examination to increase
the quetiapine dose and the patient was discharged. Moreover, it was agreed that the family members must remain separated for some time and face reality to deal with their symptoms. The check-up showed that the patient’s complaints had been slightly alleviated, but that the antipsychotic medication dose was insufficient — it had not been possible to increase it due to the patient’s request for discharge. Having gotten away from home for a while upon our recommendation, the patient still fostered the same, though less intense, ideas on being loved and followed. The patient’s quetiapine dose was increased at intervals of a few days to 800 mg/day and control appointment was made for shortly thereafter.

**DISCUSSION**

Shared psychotic disorder is a rare psychotic disorder that evolves through interaction between individuals who have a genetic predisposition to psychosis and have close emotional and physical bonds with delusional individuals (4). In this example of a nuclear family composed of mother, brother, and sister, which we consider a case of shared psychotic disorder (folie communiqué), both the existence of close emotional and physical bonds among the interacting individuals and the genetic predisposition of the children to this psychosis because of the mother’s schizophrenic condition support the diagnosis. If folie à deux affects all family members, it is called folie à famille. Since only three of the eight members of the A. family are affected by this disorder, we have moved away from this diagnosis. Folie à deux is frequent in women who lead more or less isolated life away from society (5). Mentjox et al. (5) reported that among cases where information about gender was available, 72% of primary cases and 54% of secondary cases were women. In the family case that we present, the fact that the first affected member is the mother and that one of the secondary cases is also a woman supports this view. In this disease, psychotic symptoms can be occasionally observed in other family members who live with the patient. These symptoms are between two close members of the family and can pass from the patient to one or more healthy individuals (6). In our case, the primary individual, the mother, adopts a very restrictive lifestyle in terms of social relations and tries to raise her children accordingly. Shared psychotic disorder is frequently observed in family types where the autonomy of the members is limited and the personal borders are vague. Similarly, in the case we present, all the family members have very close and dependent relationships with each other. Various studies reported that the pre-psychotic personality of the individuals affected by shared psychosis was more paranoid, antisocial, dependent, and histrionic and that they might have the potential for mental disorder, even though they had not encountered a psychotic individual (7-9). Similarly to other cases in the literature, the patient is considered a secondary case, showing very mother-dependent and histrionic personality traits in social life.

Having been very introverted, skeptical, and irritable, with almost no contact with the outside world before the onset of the disease, the mother had applied psychological and physical pressure on her children for many years, as a result of her paranoid and reference ideas, and had tried to keep them away from interpersonal relationships. And as the people with whom the mother had contact with by necessity were included in the delusion system, the belief that the family must not trust anybody might have intensified their isolation. In this family, whose members were leading a very interdependent life for reasons of ‘safety’, the primary case (active) was the mother who represented the authority at home since the father was not alive. Given that the harsh, authoritarian, and conservative family structure played a key role in the occurrence of this disease (10), the reason why the mother is the primary case will be further clarified.

In our case, the secondary (passive) individuals are the patient and her brother. Both had started to gradually share the delusions of the primary patient (mother) and had adopted her abnormal behaviors in the identification period. As a result, all three family members fostered delusions about being loved by some people and being followed because of these relationships, and even being victims of conspiracies.
organized by many people to interfere with their passionate love affairs, and had shaped their lives accordingly. While the delusions had initially been limited to the relatives and neighbors in the immediate surroundings, all individuals and organizations had been included in the system of delusions over time. Our case is similar to those in the literature in that the disorder occurs within the family, in the number of individuals affected, in the existence of a genetic predisposition in these individuals, in the pre-psychotic personality traits, in the schizophrenic condition of the primary case, and in its high frequency among rural areas (11,12).

The most prevalent psychotic symptoms of shared psychotic disorder are delusions. Among them, persecutary and grandios delusions were on first rank (13,14). Doğanavşargil et al. (4) analyzed the cases of patients with shared psychotic disorder reported in Turkey from 1962 to 2009 and stated that in almost half the cases, persecutary delusions were shared, followed by delusions of reference, mystic delusions, and bizarre delusions, respectively. It is particularly remarkable that, in contrast to cases reported in the literature, in our case, the persecutary and reference delusions were accompanied by erotomanic delusions and grandios delusions. This might have further aggravated the overall picture and contributed to the family’s failure to seek treatment due to their lack of insight.

This relatively rare psychotic disorder is becoming increasingly difficult to diagnose because of its prevalence, the fact that the affected individuals are usually from the same family, the lack of insight, and failure to seek treatment. In our case, in addition to paranoid delusions and delusions of reference, erotomanic delusions were observed, in contrast to cases reported in the literature. We believe that future studies, which will present cases with similar differences, will contribute to the diagnosis and treatment of this rare disease.
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